Introduction.
In this paper we show that in many considerations involving both divisibility and prime ideals of an integral domain D, one can restrict attention to those prime ideals which contain no "relatively prime" elements of D -that is, nonzero elements α, b of D whose only common divisors are units and whose only common multiples are multiples of ab. Kaplansky's "maximal primes of principal ideals" [2, p. 34 ] have a closely related property, since each such prime ideal P contains no elements which are relatively prime to a fixed element of P. And Sheldon [3] has shown that, if D is a GCD-domain, then the essential prime ideals are precisely those prime ideals which contain no relatively prime elements.
Section 1 contains the definition of this class of primes, which we call "factorization" primes, or "F-primes" for short, as well as a characterization of the essential prime ideals of D (that is, those prime ideals P of D for which D P is a valuation domain) in a way that shows they are F-primes. The section ends with an alternate characterization of Fprimes which shows that in a GCD-domain, the F-primes are just the essential primes.
Section 2 looks at the structure of a domain D in terms of the set of F-primes of D. We define an "F-ideal" of D (in such a way that the prime F-ideals are precisely the F-primes defined earlier) and show that every principal prime ideal of D is an F-prime (although principal primes are not necessarily essential). The central result of this section shows that one of the basic properties of the set of all prime ideals of D is satisfied by the set of F-primes of D specifically the complement of a saturated multiplicatively closed subset of D is a union of F-primes of D. This has the immediate consequences that every nonunit of D is contained in an F-prime of D that every minimal prime ideal of D is an While we have noted that every principal prime ideal of a Prϋfer or GCD-domain is essential, in the concluding section we construct an example of a domain possessing a principal (and thus F-) prime ideal which is not essential. This domain is also interesting in that it contains two principal ideals whose intersection is not finitely generated. The following result shows that essential prime ideals of D are always F-primes of D. PROPOSITION 
Let Pbe a prime ideal ofD. Then P is essential if and only if P satisfies the following condition:
(1.
1.1) given any a,bEP, there exists c ELD -P such that ac G(b) or be E (a).
then alb = die where c,dED and c£P.
Hence ac E (b). Otherwise b/a E D P and there exists c ED -P such that be E (α).
Conversely, let P satisfy (1. Otherwise b/aED P . Thus Dp is a valuation domain and so P is an essential prime.
Proof. The corollary follows since every prime ideal of a Prϋfer domain is essential.
We shall see later that every F-prime of a domain D is essential only if D is integrally closed.
The next result provides a useful characterization of F-primes and relates F-primes to Sheldon's FF-primes of GCD-domains. PROPOSITION Proof Let ί, x, y G D such that (x, y) = 1. Then GCΌ {tx, ty}= t (Kaplansky [2, p. 32] A more direct proof would be that every essential prime ideal is an F-prime of D by Corollary 1.2, and it is a straightforward exercise to show that every F-prime of D is essential in this case. Note that while every principal prime of a Prϋfer or GCD-domain is essential (Corollaries 1.5 and 2.2), the example in §3 is of a domain containing a principal prime ideal which is not essential.
Let P be a prime ideal of an integral domain D. Then P is an F-prime of D if and only if P satisfies the following property:
Let B be an ideal of D. We shall show that B is contained in an F-ideal of D, and we shall construct the smallest such F-ideal. Note that while D is not an F-prime ideal, D is an F-ideal. We shall use the following lemmas to show that B is the promised smallest F-ideal of D which contains B. since (c, d) = 1. Thus (x -y)E β 2(k+1) since (α, 6) = 1. The lemma follows by induction. PROPOSITION 
B is an F-ideal of D which contains B. IfB QJ where J is an F-ideal of D, then B QJ.
Proof The two preceding lemmas show that B is an ideal, and the construction of B guarantees that it is an F-ideal containing B. Furthermore, if / is an F-ideal of D and A is an ideal of D contained in J, then by definition, A' QJ. Hence if B Q J, then B n QJ for all n and therefore B QJ.
The following lemma helps us prove the basic structural results for F-primes of D. LEMMA Proof. Let B and C be ideals of D which properly contain A. Then B and C meet S. Let 5 E B Π S and t E C Π S. Then sίg: A. Hence by Lemma 2.6, there exists b E £ such that bt&z A and, again by Lemma 2.6, there exists c EC such that beg: A. Thus A is a prime ideal of D, which completes the proof. COROLLARY 
Let A be an F-ideal and B be an ideal of D. If there exist s E B, t E D such that st£

Every proper F-ideal of D is contained in an F-prime ideal of D.
Proof. It is easily checked that the union of a chain of proper F-ideals of D is a proper F-ideal of D. The corollary follows by Zorn's lemma. THEOREM Proof. Let D be a UFD. Then by Corollary 1.5, every F-prime is essential and hence, by the properties of a UFD, is principal.
Let S be a saturated multiplicatively closed subset of D. Then the complement of S is a union of F-primes of D.
Conversely Proof. For each F-prime P of D, D P is a valuation ring which is integrally closed.
3.
Example. Thanks are due to Phyllis Cassidy for suggesting examples of the following type occurring in differential algebra. Let R = Q[x, y,z] which is a subdomain of Q(JC, y, Z) since, for each n E N, D n C D n+ι .
Proof Since a E D, there exists n E N such that a E D n . Hence 
